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1

INTRODUCTION

As algorithmic decision making systems become both more prevalent and more visible, interest has
grown in how to design them to be trustworthy, understandable and fair. Particularly as algorithmic
decision making systems take on important governance functions, these systems need to ensure
they establish legitimacy with users [53, 55, 99]. One research direction has focused on designing
contestability into algorithmic decision making systems [42, 57, 103]. Recent work found that in
high stakes domains (i.e., automated assessment tools for mental health), allowing practitioners to
contest decisions can make systems more understandable, useful, and accountable [42].
However, designing for contestability is challenging [103]. Before designing for contestability, it
is important to establish that the much simpler task of designing for contestation — for example,
through appeals — will not address users’ needs. While appeals may not provide the deep system
engagement of contestability, where users “understand, construct, shape and challenge model predictions” [57], they nevertheless have practical and psychological benefits [67]. Appeals provide a
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mechanism for users to correct individual decisions but also to provide feedback on the decision
making process as a whole. As one example, Facebook eventually updated its algorithms, after
facing considerable controversy and numerous appeals, when its real name policy algorithms
systematically suspended accounts for Native American users with last names like “Lone Hill” or
“Brown Eyes” [43].
Despite the potential of such appeal systems to help users co-construct decision making processes
in sociotechnical systems, they are often poorly designed or non-existent. For many years, social
media platforms did not allow appeals of content moderation decisions [106]. Facebook [105],
Instagram [1], and Twitter [79] all recently introduced or updated their processes for appealing
content moderation decisions. Still, recent work on social media content moderation systems found
that users describe the appeal process as “speaking into a void" [76]. However, this prior work
analyzed data from self-selected users with prior experience with content moderation systems.
In this work, we experimentally test the effect of multiple appeal designs on users’ experiences
of contesting these decisions, and understand how users experience contesting automated content
moderation decisions. We test this via a large-scale online survey experiment with a representative
sample, including those with no prior experience with content moderation. Participants engage
with a relatable imaginary scenario where an algorithm suspends their social media account. The
between-subjects experiment compares the effects of no appeal to three types of appeals: a written
appeal evaluated by a person, a written appeal evaluated by an algorithm, and one “behavioral”
appeal which provides an opportunity to alter the decision by changing one’s behavior.
We study whether different appeal designs can improve users’ perceptions of the fairness of the
decision making process, because feeling one’s voice has been heard is an important part of fairness
judgements [68, 101]. A survey measures the perceived fairness, trustworthiness, and accountability
of the decision, as well as participants’ feelings of control. We abbreviate these measures – Fairness,
Accountability, feelings of Control and Trustworthiness – as FACT. We also analyze the appeals
that users write qualitatively. How do users write appeals of algorithmically generated content
moderation decisions: what do they choose to contest, and how do they argue?
We find that while users call for appeals, adding them does not improve FACT perceptions.
Since our work finds that current appeal designs are perceived as less fair, trustworthy, and
accountable than no appeal at all, clearly changes to design are required. In qualitatively analyzing
how users contest an incorrect decision, we find that participants contest the decision itself, but
also more fundamental issues like the goal of moderating content, the idea of automation, and the
inconsistency of the system as a whole. We conclude with reflections on what our results suggest
for designing for contestation and contestability in algorithmic decision making systems.
2

BACKGROUND

We briefly review the related work on appeals in general and appeals of social media content
moderation, and connect this review to three experimental conditions in the experimental design.
2.1

Purpose and Impact of Appeals

Appeals address the concern that no decision making process will make ideal decisions every time.
So when an incorrect decision is corrected, appeals naturally benefit that individual decision subject.
And when a decision making process has systematic problems, appeals can form a mechanism for
feedback from decision subjects. However, past work has shown that appeals can improve people’s
experience of decision making systems even in the absence of any control over the final decision or
decision making process [101].
Outcome favorability strongly influences people’s perceptions of a decision making system.
People can have negative emotional reactions to an unfair situation even when it benefits them [98];
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this is particularly true when they are harmed [60, 97]. But when an outcome is unfavorable,
research has shown that adverse reactions can be mitigated by trust and feeling that procedures
were fair and inclusive [9, 10, 70].
One particular aspect of procedural fairness, “procedural control” or “voice” addresses whether
people feel that they have been able to express their arguments and opinion [68]. Prior research
has shown that voice significantly effects both perceived fairness and satisfaction with decision
making systems [68]. Even when people lack any real control over final decisions, feeling their
arguments and opinion have been heard improves their feelings of fairness [101]. And the impact
of this is particularly strong for marginalized or disempowered groups [11]. Thus, when appeals
allow users to feel their voice has been heard, they can impact satisfaction and feelings of fairness,
even when they do not improve the final decision.
For this reason, our experiment tests the effect of appeals specifically when the outcome remains
unfavorable; that is, the appeal does not correct the error. If an appeal is able to improve perceptions,
despite not improving the outcome, it has successfully engaged users’ feeling of procedural control
or voice. This also drives our choice of dependent measures: fairness, accountability, feelings of
control and trustworthiness (FACT).
2.2

Design of Appeals

As Leventhal notes, “appeal procedures differ greatly, and the differences may have considerable
impact on an individual’s perception of procedural fairness” [67], where the appeal processes can
range from highly informal (e.g., appealing an exam grade in a classroom) to highly formalized.
We briefly overview the design of several common, structured appeals systems. Three of the most
well-known include the legal, insurance, and credit scoring systems, which allow people to appeal
some cases, claim decisions, and aspects of their credit history, respectively.
Appeals typically require the decision subject to explain why they believe a decision to be in
error. For example, on Medicare appeals forms, the Department of Health and Human Services
asks decision-subjects to explain: “I do not agree with the determination decision on my claim
because _____” [78]. Some domains provide scaffolding to help people structure these explanations.
For example, the Federal Trade Commision provides a sample appeal letter to send to credit reporting
agencies [17]. The sample specifies what the letter should include: how to identify disputed items
(e.g., that they should be identified by both source and type), what changes can be requested, what
errors can be appealed, and so on.
As this last item suggests, many domans constrain what someone is allowed to appeal; legal
appeals focus on arguments about trial procedure or interpretation of the law (not new evidence) [4]
and credit scoring appeals only allow people to dispute inaccurate data points (e.g., the report
includes a credit card from a different person), but not how the score was computed [18].
Most appeal processes are evaluated by a human decision maker. Indeed, in Europe, the GDPR has
mandated that individuals subject to automated decisions must be able to “obtain human intervention”
and contest those decisions [35]. And when dealing with algorithmic curation, many users report
preferring a human in the loop [24]. However human review has challenges. If decisions are made
frequently or are likely to be contested, large numbers of reviewers are necessary. Agents in credit
reporting agencies, for example, review each error for only six minutes [45]. In addition, moderators
must be trained to be consistent. To understand whether it is the appeal itself that provides benefits
or the human oversight, our experiment tests appeals with human or algorithmic reviewers.
Past work has also argued that “the perceived level of fairness will be reduced when there are
barriers that deter dissatisfied individuals from lodging complaints. To be fair, the procedures safe
and easy to use” [67]. While our review of content moderation system appeal designs shows that
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current systems are often fail this goal, our experiment aims to make the appeal process simple
and straightforward.
2.3

Social Media Content Moderation

In recent years, social media content moderation has become the object of intense public [2,
23, 71, 94] and research interest [19, 33, 55, 73, 85]. Researchers have studied problems of content moderation from numerous directions: the inherent inconsistency and frequent inequity
of decisions [33, 62, 72, 86, 91], the dangers the content moderation process poses to moderators [33, 84, 93, 95], the harms that content moderation decisions can have for social media users,
particularly marginalized communities [13, 15, 48, 69], and even whether content moderation
actually improves future behavior [49].
Our experimental scenario involves one type of content moderation: an account suspension.
Suspending an account is the most stringent form of moderation and has serious impacts on
users [76]: account suspensions can interfere with users’ abilities to communicate with friends
and loved ones, read the news, or advertise their business – and because many services use social
logins, can prevent access to other platforms [76].
To prevent malicious users from gaming the system, social media platforms share little about the
process for suspending accounts. Nevertheless, we briefly overview what is known. Accounts are
typically given “strikes” for harmful behavior like posting child exploitative content, bullying, or
spreading misinformation [27]. In some cases accounts may be suspended for a single strike, while
others require multiple strikes. Facebook states “we don’t want people to game the system, so we do
not share the specific number of strikes that leads to a temporary block or permanent suspension” [27].
Instead, users must rely on the Facebook Terms of Service and Community Standards to understand the reasons an account could be suspended [25]. However, how those standards are
operationalized by content moderators is hidden and changes frequently [76]. As a result, many
users develop folk theories of how and why content or accounts are suspended, which often
attribute other people’s actions as the primary cause, rather than algorithmic decisions [76].
2.4

Appeals of Social Media Content Moderation

Since content moderation systems make incorrect decisions frequently and sometimes systematically [2, 13, 15, 43], platforms have faced considerable criticism. But for many years, social media
platforms did not provide appeal processes for content moderation decisions or allowed appeals of
only some kinds of decisions [106]. Facebook [105], Instagram [1], and Twitter [79] all recently
introduced or updated their mechanisms for appealing content moderation decisions. Nevertheless,
many users report not knowing how to appeal or run into problems during the process [76].
When users appeal an account suspension, Facebook asks them provide minimal information
(email address, full name, and an image of an ID) to confirm their identity [25]. The “appeal”
is the action of sending the request; the appeal system does not provide a space for a user’s
explanation [26]. While users report exchanges with Facebook moderators attempting to explain
why the decision is in error (see for example [83]), users also report frustration with the lack of
human interaction, describing the process as “speaking into a void” [76]. Despite this frustration,
appeals have the potential to provide meaningful support for users to their voice has been heard.
Condition 1: To test the optimal version of Facebook’s current appeal design, we introduce an experimental condition where the user writes an explanation in their appeal, that will be evaluated by
a person.
However, given the almost two and a half billion Facebook users in 2019 [28], adjudicating
decisions with human content moderators has its own challenges. As in the credit scoring example
mentioned above, moderators lack time for careful decisions, particularly as social media platforms
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have suffered from shortages of human moderators [93]. In addition, moderators must be trained to
be consistent both with themselves and with others. This has led to complex manuals that attempt
to structure the human decision makers for consistency, which can be hard for human reviewers to
manage [58]. One potential solution is to automate the review process as well. But can procedural
control or voice be felt when it is an algorithm, rather than a human, hearing one’s argument?
Condition 2: To test whether an algorithmic review can also achieve the beneficial effects of a humanreviewed appeal, we introduce an experimental condition where the user writes an explanation in their
appeal, that will be evaluated by an algorithm.
Finally, past work has argued that content moderation systems should place greater emphasis
on user education over punishment [76]. While social media platforms have recently developed
temporary bans [76], these protocols simply suspend a user for a shorter time without allowing
a fundamental disagreement with the decision. We develop a new appeal design that prioritizes
behavioral improvement over punishment. In it, the user can change their behavior during a short
window before a final review. This appeal attempts to make the content moderation processes more
educational, and see whether users feel more control than in written explanations of past behavior.
Condition 3: To test a method that would prioritize behavior change over punishment, our experiment
tests a new “behavioral” appeal.
Finally, we seek to understand what people want to contest in algorithmic decision making
systems. Past work has found that people wish to incorporate additional information to improve
the fairness of algorithmic decisions [64]. This experiment addresses this, studying what users wish
to contest in an appeal of an algorithmic content moderation decision.
In exploring these topics, we focus on two research questions:
RQ1 How does adding appeals change users’ perceptions of FACT of an algorithmic decision
making system?
a. Does adding an appeal increase FACT perceptions?
b. Do algorithmically-reviewed appeals improve FACT perceptions?
c. Do behavioral appeals improve FACT perceptions?
RQ2 What do users choose to contest in their appeals of algorithmic content moderation?

3

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Our experiment uses a between-subjects design to study the impact of appeals on user perceptions of algorithmic content moderation systems. We briefly overview the experimental protocol,
experimental intervention, and survey instrument.
3.1

Recruitment

Participants were recruited via Qualtrics to be representative of the United States in terms of age,
gender, ethnicity, education level and household income. Having a Facebook account was also an
inclusion criteria for participation. Full demographics are reported in the supplementary materials.
3.2

Experimental Protocol

A between-subjects design involves a scenario where participants’ Facebook account has been
suspended. Experimental conditions vary whether and how they can appeal the decision.
Our experiment exposes participants to a hypothetical scenario in which their Facebook account
is suspended for spreading misinformation. Facebook was chosen because of its large user base;
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Scenario

Explanation

Appeal
process

Your account has been suspended, because it has been
identified as spreading misinformation.

x

We use an automated system to identify accounts that spread
misinformation. For example, we’ve found that if reading an
article makes people significantly less likely to share it, that
may be a sign that it has misled people in some way. We learn
signals like this to reduce the prevalance of misinformation.
You may appeal the decision by explaining why your account
appears to be spreading misinformation and someone will review
the original algorithmic decision and your response.
Continue

Fig. 1. Example of an interface mockup. This interface briefly introduced the scenario, explained the algorithmic decision making system and provided an appeal with human review.

with the exception of YouTube, “no other major social media platform comes close to Facebook in
terms of usage” [36]. As noted above, having a Facebook account was as inclusion criteria for
participation in the study. Only participants with an existing account could participate, to ensure
that participants had a sense of how an account suspension would affect them.
As in Figure 1, an interface explains the decision and appeal process (if any). If an appeal is
available, participants respond to the appeal prompt and whether they think their account will be
re-opened. In all cases users are told that their appeal was denied and their account was incorrectly
suspended. Most participants (78%) believe their appeal will succeed, but we want to address whether
appeals can improve perceptions not only when a change improves the outcome but also when the
decision is still unfavorable. We test this because in the face of unfavorable outcomes, perceptions
of fairness and trust (which appeals might improve) are important moderating factors [9, 10].
Users then report their perceptions of the decision making system, addressing the FACT measures
and a small set of open-ended questions.
The experiment uses a hypothetical scenario, which is very common in applied ethics and
fairness research (e.g., [7, 44, 54, 80]). Third-party hypothetical scenarios are more common in
human-computer interaction research [6], but first-person scenarios are so common in the fairness
literature that some researchers studying such hypothetical scenarios noted, “with a few notable
exceptions, the study of perceived justice has been a ‘first-person’ undertaking” [59]. They are also
common in other domains, and work has found that there is no significant difference between
hypothetical and field results in choice experiments [40].
3.3

Experimental Intervention

The experimental intervention is introduced via a mock-up of an interface. The interface has
three sections (Figure 1). The top briefly introduces the scenario, that is, the cause for the account
suspension. Next is a description of how the decision making system works, very similar to
Facebook’s own. Last is the available appeal process (if any) and the outcome of the appeal.
3.3.1 Scenario. Account suspensions are the most stringent form of moderation and research has
primarily focused on their use as a form of punishment [30]. And in fact, account suspensions have
serious impacts on users [76]. Thus it provides our experiment with a scenario with a violation of
high moral intensity [50]. In particular, our scenario uses an incorrect suspension of a social media
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Appeal

Description

None

We’re always looking out for our users’ safety and security, so you can’t use
Facebook right now.

Written,
Human

You may appeal the decision by explaining why your account appears to be
spreading misinformation and someone will review the original algorithmic
decision and your response.

Written,
Algorithm

You may appeal the decision by explaining why your account appears to be
spreading misinformation and an algorithm will review the original algorithmic
decision and your response.

Behavioral,
Algorithm

Your account will be re-evaluated by an algorithm in one week based on your
full activity history. If it is identified as spreading misinformation then, it will be
suspended.

Table 1. Descriptions included in the interface. Each described a different type of appeal.

for spreading misinformation. Suspending accounts for spreading misinformation is both highly
salient (e.g., [12, 16, 39]) and realistic (as found in pilot tests).
3.3.2 Explanation. A brief description explains how the decision making process works. Participants are shown a description drawn from Facebook’s existing documentation on how they attempt
to reduce the spread of misinformation [75]: “We use an automated system to identify accounts that
spread misinformation. For example, we’ve found that if reading an article makes people significantly
less likely to share it, that may be a sign that it has misled people in some way. We learn signals like
this to reduce the prevalence of misinformation.”
3.3.3 Appeal Process. The final segment of the interface mockup describes the appeal process, if
any. There are four experimental conditions in this experiment; the text descriptions used in the
experiment for each condition are included in Table 1:
1. no appeal, as a baseline,
2. a written appeal, evaluated by a person,
3. a written appeal, evaluated by an algorithm, and
4. a behavioral appeal, evaluated by an algorithm.
The first condition – written appeal evaluated by a person – attempts to capture Facebook’s
existing process. While the current appeal process is not well publicized, users often report providing
written explanations to moderators [76]. In our experiment, the user provides an explanation that
they are told will be reviewed by a person (as shown in Figure 1), similar to the explanations users
often report providing to moderators1 .
Two additional experimental conditions test automated review of the appeal, to address the
potential challenges (of scaling and consistency) and whether human evaluation is necessary for
users to feel procedural control and that their voice was heard. These conditions address whether
algorithmic review can provide similar benefits, without requiring human reviewers. The second
type of appeal mirrors the first: users write an explanation but are told an algorithm will review it.
1 As

noted in the Background section, Facebook typically also requires a photo identification, but we omit this to avoid
collecting this personal information from participants.
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The last conditions explores a possible improvement to appeal design, addressing calls for content
moderation to be less focused on punishment [76]. The last condition is also evaluated by algorithm,
but allows users to change their behavior, rather than provide a written explanation. Recent work
has argued that content moderation systems should emphasize user education over punishment [76].
To help users learn and change how they act, social media platforms have introduced temporary
bans [76]. But these protocols simply suspend a user for a shorter time, the decision still remains
intact. Our experiment introduces a hybrid: the user can change their behavior during a short
window before a final review. This version of an appeal provides users a warning and allows them
to improve their on-going or even “clean up” past behavior before the final decision, encouraging
behavior change. Using this appeal, we can test whether people feel more control when they can
still engage with the system, rather than writing an explanation.
3.3.4 Outcome. In every case, after the intervention, participants are told that the appeal failed
and that their account has been incorrectly suspended. We did this to ensure it was not just
outcome favorability that improved perceptions, but actually engaging procedural control or voice.
In addition, past work in social computing has shown that even malfunctioning mechanisms for
control can improve feelings of satisfaction and control [102].
3.4

Survey Instrument

The full survey instrument is available as supplementary material; we summarize the design here.
The survey begins with a consent form and concludes with a debriefing (recommended by the IRB)
to reiterate to participants that they had no reason to anticipate an account suspension.
3.4.1 Prequestionnaire. Participants answered screener questions, including demographics and
whether the user has a Facebook account. Participants without an account or who are unsure
whether they have an account were excluded. Pre-intervention questions also addressed frequency
of social media use and potential control variables (existing attitudes towards Facebook, propensity
to trust social media platforms, and so on). A question about prior experience with social media
account suspensions was also included, but placed after the experimental intervention, to avoid
any potential priming effects.
3.4.2 Intervention. Users were asked to imagine that they see the experimental intervention’s
interface upon logging into Facebook. If an appeal was present, the user is asked to write a short
text. Two conditions asked participants to write the explanation they would provide to Facebook.
In the third they described their plan of what they would do in the following week. These writing
tasks were designed to be similar to what real users report writing to Facebook after an account
suspension (see for example [83]). Users in the no-appeal condition wrote nothing. After the appeal
(if any) all users were told that their appeal was denied and their account was incorrectly suspended.
3.4.3 Main questionnaire. Users began with closed survey questions questions about four constructs: fairness, accountability, trustworthiness and feelings of control. Open-ended questions
followed. These addressed their overall perception of the decision making process, Facebook’s
approach to fairness, and their trust in the reasoning provided.
Scales The questionnaire included shorter (4-5 question) scales for accountability, trustworthiness, and feelings of control, as well as a longer (17 item) scale for fairness. While all dependent
measures were important, past work has shown that procedural control increases perceived fairness
and, as noted by Flake et al., “measurement of broader or multidimensional constructs” – like
fairness – “requires longer scales” [31]. Fairness is precisely such a construct; since justice is one of
the central concepts in ethics, dozens of frameworks for fairness have been developed.
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We developed the fairness scale to address a larger set of fairness frameworks than have been
incorporated into prior work. Work in computing has focused primarily on distributive definitions [46], even work that examines how algorithmic definitions of fairness are perceived by the
public [90]. However, when users evaluate algorithmic decisions they have different framings of
fairness [65, 104]. In an experiment using a tool designed to create fair distributions of goods and
tasks, Lee et al. discovered that users integrate multiple concepts of fairness and social context,
going beyond the definitions of fairness that were designed into the decision making system [64].
To address this, we developed a fairness scale that addresses a broader set of fairness frameworks.
It includes popular distributive notions [5] – that is, whether the final distribution of goods (or
harms) is just – but also a variety of others, including more recent developments like restorative
justice [8], which focuses on fully repairing the harms after a wrong.
While the full discussion of the development of this scale and its validation is outside of the scope
of this work, it is described in the supplementary materials. In accordance with [31], we performed
substantive review (including expert review), structural review (including factor analysis), and
external review (measuring convergent and discriminant correlations with other scales meant to
capture similar constructs).
For example, to address restorative justice, one item read: “The Facebook decision making process
gives a voice to the people who were most at risk from bad decisions.” All 17 items are rated on a 7-point
Likert scale from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. Two generic fairness scales from the
literature were included, includng one well-validated scale used extensively in prior research [82].
This scale, the Reidenbach and Robin Multidimensional Ethics Scale (MES), was initially designed to
capture different moral theories (e.g. utilitarianism vs. deontological theories), but does not capture
different fairness frameworks.
The questionnaire also included shorter (4-5 question) scales for: accountability, drawn in part
from prior work [38, 74]; trustworthiness, drawn from [81, 87]; and feelings of control, drawn
from [81, 102]. Approximately 20% of the items were reverse coded.
Finally, a set of semantic scales measuring perceptions of fairness, trustworthiness, transparency
and bias were repeated; the scales were shown first immediately after the intervention and again
at the end of the experiment. These items provided a 7-point scale with endpoints of “fair” and
“unfair,” “trustworthy” and “untrustworthy,” and so on. These were paired with an open-ended
question about whether their opinion about the decision changed over the course of the survey;
pilot participants shared that their perceptions of the decision improved, after realizing how many
factors Facebook took into account.
Open-ended questions The survey also contained several sets of open ended questions. The
first open ended questions were during the intervention, in which users wrote the appeal and why
they would or would not expect that appeal to result in the re-opening of their account. The second
asked the participant to explain their overall perception of the decision making process, after they
had completed the FACT scales questions.
Participants also answered an open-ended question addressing whether they trusted the reason
that was given for their account suspension, or whether they thought any other reasons might be
responsible. Past work has found that users can feel targeted by suspensions [76]. And numerous
researchers, reporters, and activitsts have noted cases where social media platforms make incorrect
decisions systematically [2, 13, 15, 43]. For example, Facebook suspended many Native American
users for violating their “real name” policy, because these users had last names like “Lone Hill” or
“Brown Eyes” [43]. We designed this question to address the possibility that some users, particularly
marginalized populations, might feel that they had been targeted, and to capture any folk theories
of targeting for account suspensions.
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3.4.4 Data sharing. The final question of the survey explained the benefits of data sharing and
allowed participants to opt-in to share their data.
4

ANALYSIS

The quantitative results on the FACT scales are analyzed using a series of ANOVAs. Since the
dependent measures are not strongly correlated (r = 0.41 – 0.74), we analyze each dependent
measure separately. The quantitative results on the paired semantic scales to test for changes in
perceptions over the course of the experiment are analyzed using a paired t-test.
The open-ended questions were analyzed via an iterative open coding. Initial codes were developed by the first author, discussed with the other authors, and iterated on to agreement. The
analysis focused on the arguments participants developed about the decision making process. While
we took an inductive approach, we did begin considering the focus on three broad areas (the input
data, the method, and the final decision), based on the review of types of information allowed to be
appealed in common appeal systems, as reviewed in the Background.
Since users continued reflecting on the decision making process and their arguments throughout
survey, we analyze the data for all of the open ended questions as a single data set. For example,
even in the no appeal condition participants often made arguments about the Facebook decision
making process in their responses to how they felt about the process overall. For RQ2, we therefore
also analyze data for all participants, even those in conditions with no or behavioral appeals.
5

RESULTS

Participants were recruited via Qualtrics to be representative of the United States in terms of age,
gender, ethnicity, education level and household income. Participants were paid by Qualtrics for
their participation, which took on average 20 minutes. Data cleaning removed responses that: 1)
failed attention checks or 2) demonstrated nondifferentiation (straightlining) in their response.
After data cleaning, responses from 182 participants were analyzed.
Results for RQ2 additionally include open-ended responses from a validation experiment of the
questionnaire, described in the supplementary materials. These results include an additional 267
participants, similarly sampled by Qualtrics to achieve representation of the US population (full
demographics of which are included in the supplementary materials). Thus the results for RQ2
include a total of 449 participants.
5.1

Impact of Appeals on FACT

The experiment includes results from 182 participants, with an average of 46 participants in each
of the four appeal conditions: 50 in no appeal, 43 in written appeal, evaluated by a person, 43 in
written appeal, evaluated by an algorithm, 46 in behavior appeal, evaluated by an algorithm. This
experiment addresses our first research question:
RQ1 How does adding appeals change users’ perceptions of FACT of an algorithmic decision
making system?
Given the strong theoretical foundations of procedural control and voice, we had hypothesized
that adding an appeal, particularly an appeal reviewed by a person, would improve feelings of
FACT. And additionally, that a behavioral appeal, in which users are given more control over their
actions, would perform even better.
However, we find that adding appeals (of any kind) does not significantly improve user perceptions of fairness compared to a no appeal baseline condition. In fact, while the differences are
not significant, the no appeal condition performs better than all appeal types for all dependent
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Appeal
written
human

written
algorithm

behavioral
algorithm

Measures

Ma

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Fb

p

Fair
Trustworthy
Accountable
Control

3.97
4.43
4.76
4.42

0.87
1.48
1.18
1.07

3.94
3.86
4.51
4.21

0.78
1.60
1.32
1.00

3.81
4.01
4.29
4.37

0.80
1.43
1.35
0.99

3.77
3.84
4.23
4.17

0.84
1.48
1.35
1.16

F(3,163) = 0.837
F(3,163) = 2.253
F(3,163) = 2.305
F(3,163) = 0.644

0.45
0.08
0.07
0.58

a Values
b All

refer to the 7-point Likert scale rating, where a rating of 7 is most fair, accountable, trustworthy and in control.
results were controlled for participants’ prior opinion about Facebook, prior experiences with account suspensions,
and propensity to trust social media platforms.

Table 2. ANOVA Results.

measures: fairness, accountability, trustworthiness, and feelings of control. The results are shown in
Table 2. Whether the appeal is evaluated by a person or by another algorithm does not significantly
effect perceptions of FACT. A behavioral appeal, in which the user has time to change their behavior
and address the potential suspension, has the lowest scores for all measures in comparison to the
other conditions, though, again, the difference is small.
On the other hand, over the course of the experiment, perceptions of the fairness, trustworthiness
and transparency of the process slightly increase (Table 3). In the case of perceptions of fairness
and trustworthiness, these differences are significant. Although most participants did not describe
explicit changes in their thinking, seeing the set of conflicting goals a platform needs to balance
may have improved their perceptions of the fairness, as in our pilot tests.
One would expect current appeal designs to work well; Facebook has thousands of engineers
to design effective appeal mechanisms. Our initial hypothesis was that the current appeal design
would work better than none, and that a less punitive appeal would work even better. Instead,
we find that none of these approaches improve user perceptions of fairness, accountability and
trustworthiness. This is surprising and new. The lack of benefit for adding appeals is also surprising,
given the responses users write — which often request appeals — as discussed in the next section.

a Values

Measures

Initiala Final

Mb

t

pc

Fair
Unbiased
Trustworthy
Transparent

2.87
3.00
2.92
3.08

0.38
0.17
0.37
0.10

t(181) = 3.31
t(181) = 1.37
t(181) = 3.07
t(181) = 0.89

0.001*
0.170
0.002*
0.373

3.25
3.18
3.30
3.19

refer to the 7-point semantic scale rating, where a rating of 7 is most fair, trustworthy, etc.
b Mean of the differences
c *p< 0.05

Table 3. Paired t-test Results.
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Writing Appeals

Our second research question addressed how users write appeals of a social media account suspension:
RQ2 What do users choose to contest in their appeals of algorithmic content moderation?
While past work has found that users most often attribute content moderation or suspensions to
other users (who may have reported them maliciously) [76], we find many other arguments more
common in our data, which often address algorithmic decision making processes more directly.
We note that all participants were told that Facebook incorrectly identified them as spreading
misinformation, so most arguments start with that assumption.
5.2.1 Contesting the Fundamental Goals. While many participants (n=61) mention their agreement
with the basic goals (if you do something wrong then you should have privileges taken away from you
[P27]), many others fundamentally argue that Facebook should not moderate content (n=48). Many
of these participants refer to basic principles, like freedom of speech to argue that their content
should not be removed (n=16): Facebook has a right to remove offensive information but they don’t
have to right to suppress freedom of speech, including if it is different from their views or especially
their political leanings [P185]. And while many appreciate that Facebook was attempting to curb
the spread of misinformation, others argue that Facebook should have other priorities than the
spread of misinformation (n=11): I think it’s stupid. You need to focus more on the cyberbullying and
catfishing [P329] or that misinformation does not really harm other users: If it isn’t an illegal action
activity taking place on the page, I think there’s no harm to anyone nor Facebook [P270].
Many users particularly respond to the intensity of the violation, noting that a suspension is so
serious that it should not be a response for spreading misinformation (n=26): To suspend someone for
‘misinformation’ is Big Brother at work. Suspensions should be the last straw for threatening someone,
or vulgar language or porn [P348]. Some even proposed alternative mechanisms that would avoid
account suspension, for example: I should be notified what is misinformation, that post should be
deleted, but I should not have my account suspended [P92].
5.2.2 Contesting Automation. A small number of participants agree that automation is a good
approach (n=6) and simply suggest the system has encountered some kind of failure mode: AI had
a “brain fart” please recheck your system maybe reboot [P328].
However, it was more common for users to contest the automation of the decision (n=125). Many
users fundamentally disagree with automating account suspension decisions: It was unfair. An
algorithm should not determine final decisions [P285], Many argue that automation cannot make
these decisions, because it misinterprets or misses important context (n=18). For example, one
participant notes how Facebook follows rules strictly and cannot adapt to different circumstances:
Facebook banned me for this very thing. Because they said the money in the board game
[I was trying to sell] was counterfeit. It was Monopoly money, it’s not supposed to be real
money [P115].
In some cases, participants even argue about exact automation techniques (n=22), often believing
that text processing of some kind was responsible for the decision, and often arguing that text
processing cannot account for tone, intent, and context:
A computer program is designed only to recognize words and their definitions and not
the expressions behind them. It all has do to with how words are perceived not defined. A
person can say something on a computer to someone and have it come across completely
different than if said in person [P170].
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Another describes crucial contextual information – the user describes a post that was in fact
misinformation, but where they were critiquing it, not simply sharing it further:
You need to use something other than a computer program to decide whether a person
is actually guilty of spreading misinformation. I doubt your automated system can understand the context of a person’s post. If you had a human reviewing these things then
they would have seen that I was not spreading any misinformation, but merely reposting
and then responding to it. I request that an actual human being look over the alleged
misinformation and then make a judgement [P340].
This request to have a human review the decision was extremely common (n=51). Indeed, while the
appeals conditions appeared to have little impact on FACT perceptions, participants often asked
for an appeal directly (n=33). Participants were well aware and seemed quite understanding that
any system can make mistakes, but when those mistakes occur they believe there should be double
checks to ensure accounts aren’t just randomly closed [P282].
5.2.3 Contesting the Opacity of the System. Many participants asked for explanations and further
details about why their account had been suspended (n=113). Some users write that they simply
don’t understand (n=22): I have no idea what you mean; I don’t spread false news [P389], while others
ask for the reasons (n=45): I would say that I have no idea why they are accusing me of this, and
request to know the reasons [P26]. Some participants write that they believe they know the reasons
that Facebook uses, but find them difficult to understand and interpret (n=22): Policies are often
vague or not written in simple English [P235].
In many cases, participants ask for the exact post that caused the suspension (n=27), often writing
that this would help them provide a better appeal by providing context: What in particular is the
article or post that caused this issue so I can further elaborate my reasons and give you an explanation
on the article [P399], or that the system should provide more transparency and specificity into the
decision making process:
Unless you are on the inside, there is no way the average user can determine the algorithms
that are used to provide data, posts and information. Also, the statement that was posted
was vague without making any specific references as to the cause for the suspension [P112].
In addition, as we will discuss below, many users want to know how other posts and accounts are
treated, in order to understand how they should argue their case.
5.2.4 Contesting Inconsistency. Many participants argue that Facebook’s approach is inconsistent (n=84). Often participants believe the system is biased (n=59): Facebook, your bias is showing.
what “misinformation” has been attributed to me? [P324] or supporting some unknown, undesirable
goals Facebook has secret agendas [P257] – arguments which often co-occur with expressions of
anger (n=25): You’re an idiot so unlock my account [P297] or hatred of Facebook (n=13): I personally
think Facebook is the freaking devil [P200]. This assumption of bias is particularly common for conservatives who frequently believe their accounts are disproportionately targeted (n=29): Facebook
suspends too many conservative accounts and very few liberal ones [P171].
Sometimes they argue that Facebook is not following its own policies: Facebook policy was not
followed [P290] or is inconsistent in how it applies rules: I think they suck. They will suspend one
person and another who does the same thing is still using Facebook [P105]. Several users refer to past
experiences with Facebook and perceived inconsistencies in how it applies rules:
I have friends who were producing a series of photographs portraying stereotypes of African
Americans, but making the stereotype a strength or beauty, not a negative. This series
included a mother nursing a baby, surrounded by her other children. It was a beautiful
photo of a strong mother figure, but Facebook took it down. Kim Kardashian had her
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naked tush plastered across Facebook, but a professional photographer couldn’t have his
sister nursing her baby????? Unfair, and just wrong [P315].
As this suggests, many participants are concerned about whether they were treated similarly to
other users: I am not spreading misinformation mainly because the majority of my posts are shared
from other people. If me sharing things from other people qualifies as misinformation, everyone should
have their accounts suspended [P57]. Indeed, in contesting this inconsistency, users often called for
explanations or for examples to compare with other users: It is inconsistent, arbitrary and never, ever
explained properly or understandably to the User. They do what they want when they want [P348].
5.2.5 Contesting the Decision. Users also contest the decision in three major ways:
The Data Defends Itself Many users argue that the error is obvious (Robots made error [P311])
from the data and information in their account (n=84). In many cases the participants argue that it
is self-evident that the type of content they put on Facebook would never be considered misinformation (n=21): the information they recieved is incorrect considering I only post family pics [P192] or
I only post funny pictures and jokes. They can clearly see [P372]. And many note that they rarely
post anything, so there simply is no content to be considered misinformation (n=28): I rarely post
anything at all, so I don’t see how my account could possibly be spreading misinformation [P198].
Sometimes participants argue that the rules are fundamentally wrong and that a certain type of
content should not be considered misinformation (n=6): I am simply sharing my opinion on certain
topics; All of my posts are just my personal opinion and what I believe to be true [P66]. This suggests
that opinions could not be misinformation, only claims about facts could; and in general that
Facebook need only identify content as opinion (or funny or family related) and then would know
that it could not be misinformation.
Adding Context Despite the fact that all participants are told they are incorrectly identified as
sharing misinformation, many accept that the content they posted may have been interpreted as
misinformation. Some believe their content was identified as misinformation, but wish to provide
context either about the post itself or about their account (n=84). A few even agree with the
algorithmic decision: With all information available. Maybe they are seeing something I am not aware
of [P363].
Some wish to defend the posts, frequently by arguing that they can provide sources and references
to support what they posted (n=14):
The information that I provide through my account has been deeply researched and is
based only on written facts. Facts on which I’m more than willing to share with your
department [P359].
Others suggest that they did post the content described, but there was context or some other reason
for posting it. Participants provide additional context by describing, for example, why they were
commenting on a misinformation post: sometimes I needed to listen someone’s opinion [P50].
Others provide context about themselves. Many participants say that they might’ve actually
posted misinformation, but their intentions should be taken into account more than the actual
post (n=45). Many of these participants noted that it was an unintended accident that they would
correct in the future: unaware of misuse of account and if suspension is lifted will use caution in
future posts [P241]. Indeed, many participants write that they believed the information themselves,
I got the information through Facebook so I posted thinking that it was correct info, and thought that
Facebook ought to help them to correct it: if I’m posting things that are not true I would want to know
about them and get them right [P139]. Further, many participants made arguments in the virtue
ethics style, arguing that they were not the kind of person who would share misinformation (n=23):
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I have never knowingly misled anyone in any way [P14] and I am honest and not the type of person
who would do this at all [P193].
Outside Forces In addition, many users provide alternative explanations for how misinformation
was shared from their account. These typically attribute the posting or identification of misinformation to some external forces at work (n=54). One of the most popular was arguing that their
account had been hacked (n=36): Maybe I’ve been hacked by someone or something. I just don’t know,
but I’d like to keep my account with you guys [P280].
Finally, as has been found in prior work [76], many users think that a person was responsible for
reporting their content even though it was not actually misinformation (n=18):
I know what I post and it’s not about any foolishness, [...] evidently some one evil has
played some kind of joke of which I am not aware of and know nothing about [P242].
In these cases, the external force was another user of the system, like a former friend wanted to
start something [P175], and Facebook would need to understand these social factors to ignore a
malicious report.
5.2.6 Leaving the system. Many users say that they would leave the system if they were incorrectly identified as sharing misinformation (n=58). While some users said they would ignore the
notification because they think it is a scam (n=6, I assume this is a scam [P285]), many more said
they would ignore it because they don’t care about their account being closed (n=17): I do not care
if you close my account [P237]. Indeed, many participants said they would not bother appealing
and would themselves close their account I wouldn’t explain, I’d leave facebook... [P347] or Dear
Mark Zuckerberg, Goodbye [P315]. Unfortunately some participants chose this path because they
felt fatalistic about the decision and that they were unlikely to influence the final decision (n=15): I
would get off Facebook because it’s harder to prove its not true than it is to not try to fight it [P234].
Indeed many participants report that at the end of the day Facebook does what it wants [P106] (n=27),
often suggesting that users don’t influence its decisions. This kind of fatalism or resignation has
been found in the face of other algorithmic governance and decision making systems [100]. Since
a feeling of self-efficacy and control is essential for human well-being [66], we had hoped that
appeals would increase the perception of feelings of control. As we discuss below, it may be that
the current design of appeals is not able to address this need.
6

LIMITATIONS

The experimental design used avoids the self-selection bias of some prior work; however, this work
may showcase one of the disadvantages of a representative sample. While we believe most of the
lack of effect should be attributed to poor appeal design, stronger effects might be found among
communities that have experienced marginalization and negative effects at the hands of social
media platforms in the past (e.g., queer users [15, 22], people of color [2, 13, 43], and so on).
The experiment also used hypothetical scenarios, which while very common in research on
perceived fairness, does mean that we cannot be certain that people’s written explanations and
plans were what they would actually write to Facebook. In combination with previous research on
self-selected reports [76], this project helps converge on users’ experience of contesting algorithmic
content moderation. However, future work might augment these approaches using proprietary
data from user appeals provided by Facebook or other social media, or with in-lab experiments.
Finally, we restricted our study to consider only Facebook. Recent polling has found little public
confidence in social media companies’ abilities in general when conducting content moderation [61],
but Facebook in particular has faced extensive public backlash. For example, recent work focused on
social media platforms as a source of political news found that more people distrust Facebook (59%)
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compared to all other social media platforms (Twitter 48%, Instagram 42%, Youtube 36%, Reddit
24%) [52]. Facebook has also faced significant criticism (and popular press coverage) for its policy
decisions, from the early outcry over its research policy [41] to more recent fact checking [63],
ad placement [14], and privacy policies [96]. While it is possible these findings will generalize to
other platforms, more work is needed. And given the interplay between technical design and policy
decisions in user perceptions, this greater level of distrust and heightened attention may make
improving perceptions for Facebook more challenging than other platforms.
7

DISCUSSION

While this research focused on the potential benefits of appeals, they also have systemic failures.
We outline several, before offering design improvements suggested by our work.
7.1

Systematic Failures of Appeals

7.1.1 Power Imbalances. For decades — and continuing today — many have expressed concern
about the role of money in the justice system [32, 34, 47], “As Justice Black has stated, ‘There can
be no equal justice where the kind of trial a man gets depends on the amount of money he has’ [34].
And while Forer’s suggestion that the wealthy can avail themselves of “endless appeals” may not be
literally true, it is evocative of a reality where cases can often be won by refusing to give up — and
continuing to spend money on appeals that other litigants do not have [32]. Designing for appeals
in sociotechnical systems face similar issues of asymmetries of wealth, power, and access.
7.1.2 Decisions in Isolation. As many researchers have noted, current decisions are highly flexible
(or inconsistent) [76], and as our work and others have found [22], this perceived inconsistency
is one of the major concerns users express with the platform. Fundamentally, appeal systems
are designed to handle decisions individually. So when improvements have been made to protect
minority interests (for example, updates to gender categorization) they have been ad hoc [20, 37].
This makes any systematic improvements to social media platforms highly dependent on how
organized communities are, how powerful they are, and how much access they have to platformspecific decision makers. While Facebook has suggested that a “social media supreme court” should
adjudicate such decisions in the past [77], little progress has been made. Some have argued that
this is a means for Facebook to avoid accountability, but it might provide a more equitable, open,
transparent process for changing social media platform decisions.
7.1.3 Perceived Illegitimacy. Prior research showed the impact of voice on perceived fairness and
satisfaction with decision making systems [68]. However, experimental work has also found that
“voice-based procedural justice effects can be attenuated or reversed when the procedure is weak or
when there is social criticism of the procedure” [68]. One explanation for our limited effect may be
that the current design has faced social criticism – particularly of bias against conservative users.
It may be the case that, in the face of broad social criticism of social media platforms as a whole,
that appeals on these platforms can never provide users the voice they need.
7.2

Better Design of Appeals

Nevertheless, our work does indicate some directions for better design of appeal for social media
systems. We highlight a few possible directions.
7.2.1 Scaffolding the Appeal. The experiment tested appeals where users provide unstructured
explanations. But this may not be the optimal design for appeals. Researchers have shown that
providing scaffolding can help users improve their learning [3], particularly for complex tasks like
writing [88]. Our review of existing appeal systems found some provide such scaffolds [17].
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Scaffolding helps learning in part by providing a model of the appropriate structure, soliciting
information that is needed [3]. An appeal system could do so by providing a structured form,
suggesting what information or elements of an argument are considered acceptable or relevant,
as in the credit scoring appeals. Our work found that many people wished to provide additional
contextual information; platforms could identify which kinds of context are considered in decisions.
For example, Facebook policies on hate speech include exemptions like “Sometimes people share
content containing someone else’s hate speech for the purpose of raising awareness or educating
others” [29]. The appeal system might lay out for users which kinds of context, like responding
to raise awareness, are considered in the decision making. And in doing so, can help address the
perceived inconsistency of the decision making process.
In addition, research on crowdwork writing tasks found that even relatively low cost scaffolding
mechanisms (like highlighting) can be an effective way to communicate areas that need work [88].
Reviewers might quickly highlight parts of the appeal that were not persuasive to focus users’
attention and build mutual understanding.
7.2.2 Unburdening the User. Existing appeals processes shift many burdens from the platform to the
user: emotional regulation, understanding complex documentation, formulating effective arguments.
As our results show, users struggle with many aspects of this, as with participants who expressed
anger when trying to construct their appeals: “You’re an idiot so unlock my account” [P297]. While
this anger is unlikely to be persuasive to platforms, it is difficult for users to manage all of these
tasks while being faced with an account suspension that could harm their relationships, businesses,
and ability to access other services. Borrowing strategies from other formal and informal appeal
systems could help shift these burdens back to the platform. For example, platforms could build
systems that allow users to directly express their anger and frustration. One prototype technology
facilitated somatic experience, by storing inappropriate screams for later [21]. Social media appeal
systems could support expressive, experiential equivalents.
Being conscious of the power imbalance that exists with end users, and ensuring that appeals
are not costly in a way that prioritizes some users at the expense of others, would also ensure more
equitable systems. Instead of prioritizing users who understand the systems better or make more
experienced arguments, systems could allow synchronous conversations with decision makers
(or automated agents) to help users better understand the decision making and make their case.
Platforms might even borrow the approach used in the legal system by allowing professional agents
to present an argument on the users behalf. Finally, platforms could organize communities within
appeal systems, perhaps in tandem with auditing visualizations or tools, to ensure that groups with
more existing access to decision makers or the press would not have preferential treatment. All of
these approaches would relieve users of some of their current burdens.
7.2.3 Constructing the User. Few users read social media platforms “educational materials,” like
community standards and terms of service. But if users experience content moderation, or an
account suspension, an appeal process offers an opportunity – instead of facing punishment – to
develop the decision subject into a better social media user. Integrating the Terms of Service and
Community Standards on Facebook closer to the appeal location could also help. However, as some
of our participants noted, as written now, these policies can be difficult to read and interpret: Policies
are often vague or not written in simple English [P235]. Using alternative strategies to communicate
policies, like videos, stories, or examples, could be an important aspect of addressing perceived
legitimacy of the platform. And more closely linking the appeal system to the documentation could
help users understand how decisions are made systematically.
As our results found, many users make appeals to “virtue ethics” style arguments, emphasizing
that they are not the kind of person who would spread misinformation, as with those who wrote: if
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I’m posting things that are not true I would want to know about them and get them right [P139] or
I am honest and not the type of person who would do this at all [P193]. By educating users in the
platform about what misinformation is and having them reflect on how they could avoid spreading
it, platforms could leverage these good intentions to make inroads in challenging problems like the
growth of ‘fake news.’
7.3

Moving Towards Contestability

Content moderation decisions make fundamental choices about what speech should be supported
or silenced. Many have argued that social media has become an important “public square,” despite
private ownership [51, 92]. Our results showed that many users have concerns about “free speech”
on these platforms. And if social media platforms constitute a public square, then the public has an
interest in ensuring that important speech is not being silenced.
However, the tacit assumption of many content moderation systems is that users are often
malicious and use any information provided to game the system. Theoretical work focuses on formal
models of accountability, with an emphasis on account suspension as a form of punishment [30].
Malicious users exist and do need punishment [72], but this approach harms well meaning users [15].
We suggest that users, platforms, and regulators need to fundamentally re-evaluate the purpose
of content moderation and the appeal processes for content moderation. Is it only to change the
outcome for a particular post? Or can appeals be used as a mechanism for user feedback, to let the
platform know that it is systematically erring in its approach? A framing focused on punishment
eliminates the potential for content moderation to serve educational functions [76], and, in the
tradition of human-computer interaction, to allow users — and the system — to recover from error.
Platforms have the opportunity to build such true contestability into their systems through appeal
designs; and in doing so, they can address the challenges of perceived illegitimacy, inconsistency and
power asymmetries. But to do so, they will need to embrace an approach that takes a user-focus in all
aspects: design, code, but also policy. Appeals could integrate information about how decisions are
made, so users can learn, reflect on, and share whether they agree with those decisions. The platform
could not only audit its own appeals to improve decision making, but surface appeals to users to
benefit individuals (e.g., showing whether they were treated consistently to others) and communities
(e.g., providing an opportunity to discover and collectively advocate for changes) [73, 76, 89]. In this
case, appeals shift from a linear to an iterative process, in which on-going decisions are negotiated
in dialogue with end users and communities. While this will require substantial changes from
the platforms — allowing user input into policy, infrastructure, and design — this work begins to
showcase how contestability might extend beyond experts [42, 56, 57] to work for all.
8

CONCLUSION

In this work, we test different types of appeals to see how they impact users’ experiences of contesting automated content moderation. We explore appeals very similar to Facebook’s current design,
but also alternatives designed to address some of the challenges of content moderation systems:
algorithmically-reviewed and behavioral appeals. However, none improve FACT perceptions. This
suggests that these designs have not yet achieved the benefits that prior work has identified for
having one’s voice be heard; future work should seek to identify better designs.
We also qualitatively analyze how users write appeals, and find that they contest the decision
itself, but also more fundamental issues like the goal of moderating content, the idea of automation,
and the inconsistency of the system as a whole. However, the strength of users’ responses suggest
the opportunity to use appeal systems to allow users to co-construct the decision making process
and the importance of doing so – when users feel they cannot influence a decision, they express
fatalism and desire to abandon the system.
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